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reaction against empiricism, evolutionism, psychologism, relativism, and
a recognition of the eternal values of knowledge, art, religion and ethics.
Moreover, while Kant vacillated between immanence and transcendence,
recent philosophy (especially neo-romanticism) tends to refer these eternal
values to metaphysical reality. However, the critical spirit serves as a
safeguard against dogmatic and one-sided logicism.] Reviews of Books.
Notices of New Books. Summaries of Articles. Notes.

PSYC'OLOOICAL REVIEW. Vol. xv., No. 1. H.R.Marshall . 'Presi-
dent's Address, American Psychological Association, Chicago. Meeting,
December, 1907: The Methods of the Naturalist and Psychologist'
[On the whole, experimental psychology up to the present time has
been misleading, and introspective psychology crude. We need a reform
in introspective method. A suggested mode of procedure is to endow
presentations with five general qualities: intensity (including vividness),
manifoldness, realness, the algedonic quality and the time quality.
These correspond respectively to degree of activity of the elementary
nervous part, to necessary display of complexity in neururgic emphasis,
to relative stability of successive neururgic patterns, to relative efficiency
of elementary neural activity, and to state of specific neururgic emphasis
when considered in relation to past emphases of like nature. The pro-
cedure is illustrated by reference to the laws of transformation of
elemental qualities required by the systemic nature of consciousness,
and to the implications of the quality of realness. Application of the
method leads to the discovery of combinational senses of relation, due
to coincident emphasis of two or more phases of the general qualities
in connexion with a given presentation ; of broadly occurring special
qualities {e.g., spatial quality); and thence to the treatment of specific
and differentiated presentations, and of the relation of these to the non-
presentable but always existent self.] Studies from the Bryn Mawr
College Laboratory, G. M. Fernald. ' The Effect of the Brightness of
Background on the Appearance of Colour Stimuli in Peripheral Vision.'
[(1) Brightness of achromatic background affects range of indirect vision
for O, Y and carmine ; not for B, GB and V. (2) R, O and Y tend to
appear R or O with light background at the points where they appear Y
with the dark ; B, GB, V and carmine tend to appear bluish with dark
ground where they appear colourless with light; C may possibly be redder
-when observed on light ground. (3) Brightness of achromatic ground
affects frequency and tone of after-image. (4) Duration of stimulus, from
1 to 3 sec., has little effect on appearance or frequency of image. Theo-
retical discussion is postponed; but the results suggest a relation to the
Purkinje phenomenon in central vision.] B. Sidia. 'The Doctrine of
Primary and Secondary Sensory Elements.—i.' [After a sketchy review
of theories of perception, the writer defines the percept as an integrated
whole, with nuclear and marginal elements, the former serving as cue to
-motor reaction and carrying affective tone. The nuclear elements are
given directly by the sense-organ: the marginal are not images, but
secondary sensations, "indirectly peripherally initiated". Syncesthesia
is therefore the rule; a percept is an hallucination with primary nuclear
elements present, an hallucination a percept with these elements absent.
Abnormal is not the secondary sensation, but its dissociation.] Vol. xv.,
No. 2.' H. C. Stevena. ' Peculiarities of Peripheral Vision.—I. Space
Values of the Peripheral Retina.' [In general, objects seen in the right
half of the monocular field of vision appear uniformly greater than objects
seen in the left half; while, as compared with macular vision, objects in
the right-upper half of the field are grossly overestimated, and those in
the left-lower half underestimated or but slightly overestimated. Quali-
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tative experiments show further that there is a connexion between this
illusion and right-handedness : left-handed observers tend to see a left-
hand disc, with both eyes, as larger than an objectively equal right-hand
disc. The author argues that his results cannot be due to indistinctness
in peripheral vision, to defective lenticular accommodation, or to defec-
tive eyesight.] Q. M. Whipple. ' Vocabulary and Word-Building
Tests.' [The determination of Kirkpatrick's vocabulary-index is in-
fluenced by a tendency to overestimation ; the error may be eliminated
or measured by check definition-tests. Simple word-building testa cor-
relate fairly well with the vocabulary test; and this correlates fairly well
with class standing: but the word-building test does not show the latter
correlation. Sex-differences are not clear ; the indications, however, are
constant in direction and suggest the superiority of men and boys.] B.
Sidis. 'The Doctrine of Primary and Secondary Sensory Elements.—
ii.' [Observations show that hallucinations are synthetised compounds
of secondary sensory elements, dissociated completely or incompletely
from their primary elements: they are thus peripheral and not central.
We must indeed make a qualitative distinction between image and sensa-
tion. The latter is characterised by intensity, degrees of which are not
interchangeable; the former by vividness, one degree of which may be
substituted for another while the image still refers to the same sensory
elements: the characteristic of the image is thus its extraordinary plas-
ticity and possibility of substitution. Another fundamental difference is
that sensations hare the co-efficient of external, images that of internal
reality : this agrees in the main with Baldwin's view. Calkins' distinc-
tion of community and non-community of experience must be rejected.]
E. Zi. Thorndike. ' Memory for Paired Associates.' [Report of tests
on the learning of German-English vocabularies, under the headings of
rapidity of formation of paired associates ; their permanence of retention ;
the relation between an individual's capacity in the one respect and in the
other; the influence of practice upon the former capacity ; and the indi-
vidual differences in respect to memory for paired associates.]

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY. Vol. xix., No. 2. Q. 8.
Ball. ' A Glance at the Phyletic Background of Genetic Psychology.'
[Reviews the geological evidence for the age of the world ; discusses
the analogues of vital phenomena in inanimate things, and the physical
and chemical principles concerned in the origin of life ; reports the vari-
ous views held with regard to the size of the smallest bits of living matter,
and the theories of the nature and laws of the vital units of modern
biology ; and considers (on the whole, favourably) the question of the
plant mind. Traits that are near the beginning of the line of descent of
the human mind should be sought in the quest for food, in reaction to
light, in thermal response, in contact reactions, in reactions to chemicals,
perhaps in response to electrical stimuli, and in geotropism and changing
specific gravity. We may get some inkling of the growth of mind in the
evolutionary process of the world by examining the behaviour, in order,
of protozoa, the fresh-water snail, Mi;/.«(, crabs, and various insect forms.
In the last three types we have not only great development of digestive,
eliminative and motor apparatus, and respiratory, circulatory, reproduc-
tive, nervous and .sensory mechanism and function, but also cumulative
and recapitulatory heredity, and stages of somatic and psychic evolution.
Incidentally, the piper discusses the criteria of mind, the mode of genesis
of instinct, the value of consciousness, etc.] E. B. THchener. ' The
Tridimensional Theory of Feeling.' [Traces the growth of the theory in
Wundt's system ; estimates the four-fold evidence of emotive classifica-
tion,of the results of the method of expression, of the temporal relations of
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